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Rhyming Dust Bunnies
By Jan Thomas
PICTURE THOMAS
Three dust bunnies, Ed, Ned, and Ted, rhyme all
the time. They say that far, jar, and tar rhyme with
car, but a fourth dust bunny, Bob, just does not
seem to get it; he says, Look! When they try and
teach him to rhyme. (2009)

Knuffle Bunny Free
By Mo Willems
PICTURE WILLEMS
While traveling with her family to Holland to visit
her grandparents, Oma and Opa, Trixie loses her
beloved Knuffle Bunny. From shock to bravery to
compassion for a child smaller than herself, Trixie
shows us what growing up is all about. (2013)

The Napping House
By Audrey Wood
PICTURE WOOD
In this cumulative animated tale, a wakeful flea
atop a number of sleeping creatures causes a
commotion with just one bite. The repetitive text
will appeal to preschoolers and can be shared
anytime of the day. (1984)

Trashy Town
By Andrea Zimmerman
PICTURE ZIMMERMAN
Little by little, can by can, Mr. Gilly the trash man,
cleans up his town with a smile and a big trash
truck. A rhythmic, repeatable refrain makes this a
wonderful read-aloud story. (1999)
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By Anglea DiTerlizzi
PICTURE DITERLIZZI
From butterflies to crickets to moths, this rhyming exploration of backyard-bug behavior is
illustrated using mixed-media and includes brief
descriptions of many bugs that creep, inch and
flutter along the pages. (2014)

Fly!
By Karl Newsome Edwards
PICTURE EDWARDS
Fly can’t wiggle like a worm. He can’t jump like a
grasshopper. And he can’t swing like a spider.
Don’t give up, Fly! Keep trying, and with a little
help from your garden friends, you’ll find your
own special talent. (2015)

Dalmatian in a Digger
By Rebecca Elliott
PICTURE ELLIOTT
Dugger! Dugger! Dugger! What’s that noise? It’s
the booming sound of big construction vehicles
and Little Dalmatian is determined to find out
what they are building. (2017)

The Princess and the Pig
By Jonathan Emmett
PICTURE EMMETT
When a new baby princess accidentally changes
places with a piglet, both of their lives are forever
changed. (2011)
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I Spy in the Sky

Otis

Cookies: Bite-Size Life Lessons

By Edward Gibbs
PICTURE GIBBS
Up in the sky there are many colorful birds to
spy, each of them different. Look through the spy
hole and use the clues to guess which one is next.
Then turn the page to reveal the creature. A fun
way to learn colors and animal facts. (2014)

By Loren Long
PICTURE LONG
When a big, new, yellow tractor arrives on the
farm, Otis the friendly little tractor is cast aside.
Then trouble occurs and Otis is the only one who
can help. (2009)

By Amy Krouse-Rosenthal
PICTURE ROSENTHAL
Using cookies, this book defines words, such
as fair, cooperate, trustworthy and loyal. With
concrete examples using cookies and baking,
preschoolers will come to understand the importance of these valuable words. (2006)

Hurry Up and Slow Down

Duck on a Bike

Waiting
By Kevin Henkes
PICTURE GRAVETT
An owl, puppy, bear, bunny and pig wait by the
window for marvelous things to happen. They
are rewarded with the sight of snowflakes falling,
puffy white clouds and beautiful rainbows. A delightful story of friendship and patience. (2015)

Finders Keepers
By Keiko Kasza
PICTURE KASZA
A squirrel claims an acorn for himself unaware
that the hat he uses to mark his buried treasure
will take on a new life wherever it lands. After
the squirrel leaves his find, wind blows the hat
into a tree where a bird uses it for a nest. (2015)

Punk Farm
By Jarett Krosoczka
PICTURE KROSOCZKA
Farmer Joe heads to bed, the animals pull out
their instruments and transform themselves into
the rock band Punk Farm. (2005)
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By Layn Marlow
PICTURE MARLOW
Unlike Tortoise, Hare likes to hurry through the
day. When his favorite bedtime story is read, he
manages to slow himself down. (2009)

Tap the Magic Tree
By Christie Matheson
PICTURE MATHESON
Readers are invited to tap, rub, touch and wiggle
illustrations in this book to make an apple tree
bloom, produce fruit, and lose its leaves. (2013)

The Cow Who Climbed a Tree

By Gemma Merino
PICTURE MERINO
Although her sisters think she is silly, Tina is a
curious cow who loves to explore, try new things
and believes that everything is possible. (2016)

Maple & Willow Together
By Lori Nichols
PICTURE NICHOLS
Nature-loving sisters and best friends Maple and
Willow spends their days together playing and
even creating their own language. When they
have a quarrel they find their own unique way to
patch their friendship. (2014)

By David Shannon
PICTURE SHANNON
When Duck finds an unattended bike, he is sure
that he can ride it. And so he does, a bit wobbly
at first, but then with increasing confidence until
he is soaring with no “hands.” He rides around
the farm passing all his barnyard friends. (2002)

Bringing the Outside in
By Mary McKenna Siddals
PICTURE SIDDALS
A rhyming story that encourages children to get
outside and play during every season of the year.
Young children are shown playing, cleaning up
and working together while having a fun time
inside and out. (2016)

Bunny’s Book Club
By Annie Silvestro
PICTURE SILVESTRO
Bunny loves reading so much that he sneaks into
the library at night to borrow books and soon his
friends want to join him as well. This is sure to be
a hit as a read-aloud to young children just discovering the joys of reading and the wonders found in
a library. (2017)
Fairfield Woods Branch Library
(203) 255-7327

